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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Aim: This work describes clinical cases treated with a innovative
single-use and single-file nickel-titanium (NiTi) system used in
continuous rotation.

Root canal shaping is one of the most important steps in
canal treatment and the nickel-titanium (NiTi) instruments
have become a standard tool in modern endodontics.1
The superelasticity of NiTi instruments permits to gene
rate a constant tapered root canal2 but in clinical practice
they are always exposed to the risk of fracture.3 Separation may be caused by cyclic fatigue because of bending
and by shear stresses exceeding the resistance of the alloy
because of torque.4,5 These stresses become higher when
an unnecessary pressure is applied on the handpiece by
the operator,6 when the interface area between the dentin
walls and the edges of the instrument widens or when the
canal diameter is smaller than the section of the file: 7 this
causes a phenomenon called ‘taper lock‘.8 This probability
may be reduced by enlarging the coronal third9 and by
creating an adequate glide path before using each NiTi
rotary instrumentation.10,11
The new single-file technique has been recently introduced to simplify instrumentation protocols, to reduces
stresses and to avoid the risk of cross-contamination.11
However, root canal shaping with only one file submit
the instruments to a great deal of torsional and flexural
stresses.12 Every file is not used for further canals and
not requires thermal sterilization in autoclave, so it will
be not exposed to other stresses.
The One Shape (Micro Mega, Besancon, France) is
made of a conventional austenite 55-NiTi alloy but it’s a
single-use and a single-file system developed for a full
clockwise rotation. It consists of only one instrument,
with a tip size of 25 and 0.06 constant taper. The main
characteristic is the asymmetrical cross-sectional design of
the working portion. One Shape has three cutting edges
in the tip region but in the middle the cross-sectional
design progressively changes from a three-cutting-edges
design to two cutting edges: at the shank it has two cutting
edges with a S-shaped cross section. Moreover, the One
Shape is characterized from variable pitch length of the
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working part. It is developed for using in continuous
clockwise rotation with rotational speed at 350 to 450 rpm
and torque setting at 4 Ncm. Its protocol requires an
adequate preflaring before the root canal shaping: after
that, it is introduced into the root canal with a slow and
passive brushing motion: it is necessary an upward
circumferential filing movement, when possible, until the
working length is reached. Frequent withdrawal from the
root canal and cleansing of the blades is very important.
Copious irrigation of root canal system is necessary to
remove dentinal debris.

CASE DESCRIPTION
Few instruments are needed to complete the root canal
shaping of a simple case: some stainless steel hand files

A

for canal scouting and working length determination and
then the One Shape. But depending on the anatomy and
the complexity of each case, the numbers of files may
increase. Many instruments are needed when it is difficult
to reach the apex or when obstacles are present along the
root canal (Figs 1A to C): the apical constriction should
be bypassed with hand files or with NiTi instruments for
preflaring, and then One Shape is free to shape the entire
root canal. Alternatively, when the root canal is easy and
the apical diameter is increased more instruments are
needed to complete the cleansing and shaping of the
apical third (Figs 2A and B). If the protocol is respected,
the instrument is capable to shape easily root canal with
serious curvature (Figs 2C and D). Some cases require
other NiTi instruments with reduced taper to reach the

B

C

Figs 1A to C: First maxillary premolar: (A) Preoperative Rx, (B) intraoperative Rx for WL control and (C) postoperative Rx many hand
files were necessary to reach the apex, a G1G-file was used for preflaring, The One Shape was used for canal shaping and a #25 K-file
was used for apical finishing

A
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D

Figs 2A to D: (A) Preoperative Rx of maxillary lateral incisor, (B) postoperative Rx: some stainless steel K-files and one Micro-Mega
Revo-S AS35 NiTi file with increased diameter were necessary for apical finishing after the One Shape was used, (C) preoperative Rx
of second maxillary premolar with curvature in the apical third and (D) postoperative Rx after shaping with One Shape 3
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working length (Figs 3A to C): a lower premolar with
double curvature of root requires a meticulous preflaring
with precurved stainless steel hand files and apposite
NiTi rotary files with low apical diameter and reduced
taper, than a 4% taper NiTi is necessary to shape the root
canal before the use of One Shape.
When is possible, two teeth can be treated with the
same instrument in a single visit (Figs 3D to F).

One Shape is useful also for endodontic retreatment.
Figures 4A to I show step-by-step the retreatment of a first
mandibular molar with incomplete obturation and periradicular lesion. After removal of old crown restoration
and resin composite build-up of mesial wall, the access
cavity was prepared and refined with an ultrasonic device,
so all orifices were opened. All canals were probed with
a stainless steel #10 K-file until the apical third and their
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Figs 3A to F: (A) Preoperative Rx of second mandibular premolar with double root curvature, (B) intraoperative Rx with stainless steel
K-file at WL, (C) postoperative Rx: three K-files to reach the apex, an Endoflare for orifice widening, a G1G-file for preflaring, a MicroMega Revo-S SC2 with a taper of 0.04 to bypass the second curve and the One Shape for canal shaping, (D) preoperative Rx of two
maxillary premolars, (E) intraoperative view: isolation with rubber dam of both premolars for single-visit treatment and (F) postoperative Rx
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Figs 4A to I: Retreatment of mandibular first molar: (A) preoperative Rx, (B) access cavity after buildup of mesial wall, (C) access cavity
finishing with ultrasonic tip, (D) scouting of canal orifices with a stainless steel no. 10 K-file, (E) orifices widening with Endoflare, (F)
aspect of orifices after shaping with Endoflare, (G) preflaring with G1G-file, (H) One Shape at work and (I) postoperative Rx

orifices were prepared with the Endoflare (Micro-Mega,
Besancon, France). Endoflare is a short NiTi file (tip size
25 and 0.12 constant taper) developed for orifice widening
and coronal third shaping. Mechanical preflaring with
G1G-file NiTi rotary instrument (Micro Mega, Besancon,
France) was performed. G1G-file has a tip size of 12 and

A

a constant taper of 0.03 with asymmetrical cross section.
When the working length has been determined, all
canals were shaped with One Shape according to manufacturer’s protocol. Figures 5A and B show the retreatment of a lower second molar made with One Shape
after removal of prosthetic crown and renegotiation

B
Figs 5A and B: Retreatment of mandibular second molar: (A) Preoperative Rx and (B) postoperative Rx
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of root canals with ultrasonic tips and stainless steel
hand K-files.
One Shape is helpful in difficult cases. Figures 6A to F
show first mandibular molar with complex anatomy and
tight canals. After caries removal and after restoration of
mesial and distal walls with composite resin, the access
cavity was prepared and finished using ultrasonic tips.
Two mesial orifices and two distal orifices were detected
and canal patency was checked with a stainless steel #10

K-file. Endoflare enlarged the coronal third of each root
canal and G1G-file created the glide path to the apex.
Three G-files were discarded because of their deformation
after removal from the root canals. After the glide path
was established and the working length was determined,
One Shape was carefully introduced in each canal using
an in and out motion with no pressure and frequently
withdrawn and cleansed alternating copious irrigation
with 17% EDTA and 5% NaOCl. At each removal of
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Figs 6A to F: Maxillary second molar with narrow canals: (A) Preoperative Rx, (B) canal scouting of orifices with #10 K-file, (C) orifices
widening with Endoflare, (D) preflaring with G1G-file, (E) One Shape at work and (F) postoperative Rx
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One Shape root canal patency was checked with a #10
K-file. At the end of the action of One Shape, the apical
gauging was checked using a #25 K-file and obturation
was performed.

DISCUSSION
One Shape has been introduced to prepare majority of
root canals with only one file. It is a single-use instrument,
discarded after the treatment and not sterilized in
autoclave for further treatments. This allows reducing the
risks related to the stresses that conduce to the breakage
of the file.3,4
The reciprocating motion is based on a cutting action
in counterclockwise direction alternated to the release
of the file in clockwise direction with a smaller degree
of rotation: in this way, the cutting angle is greater than
the angle of contra-rotation and the file continuously
progresses to apical direction.11,12 Reciprocating movement was presented to extend the lifespan and the fatigue
resistance of NiTi instruments12 and was presented as
respectful of root canal anatomy with satisfactory shaping
ability.11 Today some limitations regarding reciprocating systems were found. Burklein and Schafer13 verified
that reciprocating files produce significantly more debris
than traditional rotary systems during root canal shaping and their motion promote apical extrusion of debris.
The extrusion of dentin chips, pulp tissue, microorga
nisms and/or irrigating solutions may potentially cause
postoperative complications.14 Other studies showed that
reciprocating instruments produce a lot of smear layer
along the dentinal walls, much more than conventional
rotating instruments, so the cleansing and the disinfection
of root canal system could be not effective.14,15
One Shape is the newest single-file instrument,
based on traditional full clockwise rotation. It belongs
to the group of single-use files, but it can be used with
a conventional endodontic engine. So, it combines the
advantages of single-use instruments to the experience
and the benefits of continuous rotating motion. Its protocol
is very easy and its use safe. After each treatment, the
instrument is discarded and not re-used. Each treatment
is performed with a new and not stressed instrument, so
the risk of breakage or separation is very low.

CONCLUSION
Single-use NiTi instruments are a good tool for daily
endodontics. One Shape simplify root canal shaping
procedures thanks to its easy operative protocol. It is
helpful for many clinical cases with good results. It is safe,
because the risk of breakage is low. It is convenient and
suitable for each traditional endodontic engine.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
The single-file technique simplifies the endodontic
therapy, because only one instrument is required for
canal shaping of many cases. A single-use instrument
developed for continuous rotation does not require a
dedicated engine unlike reciprocating instruments. The
respect of clinical protocol permits the safe use of the file
and guarantees predictable good results of endodontic
treatment.
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